POTS in a Box®

When you’re planning digital transformation for your organization, you’re
probably focusing on the core systems that directly drive your business. And that
makes sense. You want to apply your limited resources where they’ll have the
biggest organizational impact.

BCM One’s POTS
in a Box delivers:

As a result, you may have systems that continue to rely on an analog dial tone.
These can include fax machines; alarms and fire panels; elevator emergency
phones; HVAC systems and lighting controls; 911 access; point systems such as PoS
systems, election machines, lottery terminals, etc.; physical security access; and
more.

• Easy set-up with true
plug-and-play simplicity

But with POTS lines at end-of-life, carriers are raising prices—as much as 5X in
some cases. This means these legacy systems are eating up more and more of
your resources.

• Remote monitoring

• A POTS Lines Replacement
Solution

• Lower costs
• A wireless solution for
reduced outages

Digitize Your Legacy POTS Lines—Instantly
BCM One’s POTS in a Box® is an easy, cost-effective way to upgrade your old
wireline systems, directly replacing your POTS lines with 4GLTE, to modernize and
reduce costs. POTS in a Box delivers:
Plug-and-play installation
It’s easy to deploy. Simply plug it in, turn it on, and you’re ready to go. It’s as easy
to set up as a home wireless router—even easier, in fact.
Long-lasting battery backup
The appliance has a guaranteed 8-hour minimum battery life in the event of a
power outage.
Multi-line, dual-carrier support
If needed, multi-line with dual-carrier support is offered at an additional fee.
Each appliance supports up to eight lines and will hold multiple SIMs so you can
use dual carriers on the box.
Remote monitoring
BCM One manages the service, using our Network Monitoring platform called
VitalView, to monitor and alert you immediately in the event of any service issues.
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